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knowledge concerning the Basa people of Cameroun.
Introduction
"if you want a picture of spiritual beggary,
contemplate the mind of man stripped of all
its historical accumulations and sitting
naked among the eternal truths of reason."
Albrecht B. Ritschl
The above quotation is frightening. It is one of the motives
which pushed me to write about the traditional practices of the
Bantu of Cameroun. These practices have disappeared almost a half
century ago when the Bantu peoples became "christianized" and
"civilized." In so doing, they have lost their own culture and
tradition which were not written down some where and tried to adapt
to the foreign tradition and culture which did not fit with their
life style. Balandier has the right to write his book with an ironi¬
cal title, "Ambiguous Africa!"
If I can allow myself to write about these traditional practices,
it is first, because I know almost nothing about them; second, because
I see the danger of them being forgotten; and third, because I am sure
that the generations to come will be wishing to know what were the
practices among their ancestors.
As I have limited myself in this work, I am going to treat only
some religious ideas and cultural practices among the Bantu of Cameroun.
The one who has a general knowledge about African culture as a whole will
find throughout this paper many similarities. The social structure and
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the concept of God are mostly the same across the continent.
The particular unit of the Bantu I am treating here is called
"Basa." According to Smith, Edwin, "the word Bantu simply means
people or the people. It applies to a Negroid people divided into
many groups, numbering about fifty million."^ This explanation may be
the correct one. In Basa language, the term "Mut" means a person in
general, the plural being "bSt," while "Munlom" means a man and "Muda"
means a woman, the plural being "bol8m" and "boda."
The Basa people then are a group originally inhabiting the
centre-south of Cameroon, numbering about 800,000 people. In Cameroun,
they are found principally in the Districts of "Sanaga Maritime" et
"Nyong et Kelle." According to some linguists, these people form a
branch of the Bantu tribe. But in this paper, I refer to the Basa as
a tribe and the term Bantu here is identical to Basa.
The first difficulty I face in trying to write this paper is
terminology. There are some terms and expressions which cannot be
translated into English or French, or when forcefully translated they
lose their meanings. I guess everyone, trying to express themselves
in another language face the same problem.
This work cannot treat all the aspects of the subject mentioned
here. It is only an attempt to lllicidate the main traits of the
subject. Every point here can cover a whole book if treated in
^Edwin W. Smith: The Religion of Lower Races - as Illustrated
by the African Bantu (New York, The Macmillan Co., 1923), p. 5.
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details. My hope for the future is to write some of the cultural
aspects with more specificity and new coverages.
PART I. SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
The social organization of the Basa people is identical to all
other African peoples. In our days, the characteristics of this or¬
ganization are no longer clearly distinguished. But the traditional
Basa people were organized in tribe, clans, and families. These
different units were separated governments. From the authority of
the father, chief of the family lanit, the hierarchy goes up to the
leader of the tribe. This classification is also held by Roger
Bastide when he writes: "ensemble des tribus, gardant des divisions
classiques, mais trouvant une expression organise^e dans des e^tats
/
monarchiques, soutenus par la predominance des groupements locaxix
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sur une profusion d'autres gouvemements." But Bastide describes
generally the traditional African social organization, therefore the
monarchic states that he refers to are not our concern here.
We are going to discuss the Basa tribe, as it is socially or¬
ganized, then the clans, and finally the family.
BASA TRIBE
As I stated before, the term tribe is very complex. The lin¬
guists, the anthropologist and sociologists have many views to what
fy
^Presence Africaine, No. 40, 1962, p. 33.
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they mean by tribe. Dr. J. S. Mbit! avoids that difficulty and uses
the term "African peoples." In Cameroon, the Basa people are con¬
sidered officially as a tribe and it is in that perspective that I use
the term in this paper.
The country of Cameroon, with only seven million or more people
has over a hundred tribes. This is the tragedy of Cameroon as well as
of Africa in general. Each tribe speaks its own language and the pro¬
blem of communication becomes difficult. One is always surprised that
almost every African knows more than five languages. It is an obliga¬
tion, if one wants to communicate with other people, to learn their
language. These tribes are not of the same size. Some are large,
others small, others are even dying out. This is the same over the
whole continent as Dr. Mbiti points out:
"the Yoruba of Nigeria are estimated at twelve
million, while the Hadzapi of Tanzania number
less than one thousand ... Exactly how many
tribes there are in Africa nobody seems to
know: they would probably be eight hundred to
twelve hundred in all...."^
As I said, Cameroun has over one hundred tribes. These tribes
are specific units small or large, with specific languages. Some of
these tribes speak languages that are similar. I guess this is the
factor which causes the linguist to group many of these units as one
tribe. The Basa tribe of Cameroun possess many similarities with
other tribes. A few examples: water—malep (Basa), mediba (Douala),
3John S. Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy (New York,
Anchor Books, Garden City, 1969), p. 131.
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mendim or mindim (Beti): a person—mut (Basa), moto (Douala), mot
(Beti), etc. One can find many similarities like these not only with
the tribes of Cameroun, but all across the continent. Talking about
African tribes, E. W. Smith points out: "their languages, however,
over three hundred of which are known, constitute a clearly marked
family of speech, while there is a sufficient likeness of religious
beliefs.
In Cameroun, there are five main tribes: Bamileke^, West;
Foulbe, North; Beti, Centre; Bassa, Centre-South; and Douala, South¬
west. These tribes number more than five hundred thousand people.
Other small tribes amalgamate with them by their neighbourhood or
close resemblance in language. Sometimes two people of different
languages understand each other but cannot speak eack other's language.
The language is not the only characteristic of the tribe. The
main characteristics are: the physical traits, the customs, the be¬
liefs, the language, and the geographical limits. Just by looking
at a person, one can tell with some accuracy to what tribe the in¬
dividual belongs. People from Basa tribe, for example, are recog¬
nized by their Imposing stature; men are tall, strong, and healthy,
contrasting with the Foulbe of North Cameroun who are also tall in
general, but skinny, and the Douala who are of short stature.
In Cameroun, everyone is proud to belong to a certain tribe.
It is almost impossible to imagine a man without a tribe. If someone
^Smith, Op. Cit., p. 6.
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Is cast out from the tribe because he has committed a crime, this man
can die very soon, not by any magical power, but because he is cut
off from the mass of people who makes his life meaningful. Therefore,
in knowing what it means to belong to a tribe, one can forgive
Europeans and Americans for their ignorance to treat the tribe as
being primitive, or savage. In Cameroun as well as in Africa, in
general, the tribe is our object of pride, and our "raison d'etre."
Because cultural characteristics of a tribe are more specific
in the clans, this latter is our next point of discussion.
THE CLAN
If the tribes in Cameroun can be numbered over one hundred, the
clans are outnumbered. As with the tribes, some clans are larger
than others. But generally, they are the keeper of traditions, be¬
liefs, customs, taboos, etc., of a given tribe. The Basa tribe has
more than twenty-five clans.
The clan can be defined as a group of people bound together by
blood (their ancestors up to the tenth generation have had the same
father). This tie prohibits people of the same clan to marry within
the same grouping. They are of the same kinship. A large clan as
ours, with, more than fifty thousand people, is only considered as a
large family.
But how people, speaking the same language can know that they
are from the same kinship? This is an interesting phenomenon. When
two people meet, they greet each other. Cl do not mean waving the hand
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and saying hi)—they shake hands and "exchange their addresses." The
oldest person usually begins to give his name and the names of his
father and forefathers at least up to the tenth generation, then asks
to the youngest, whose son he is. The latter does the same thing.
If the names of their forefathers meet somewhere, they embrace each
other with a joyful: "ee" a manyuh mut a ye^ ndigi wada a!—" my
brother, we are only one person." Balandier relates the same scene
so beautifully:
"... Here is a commonplace scene: two men
meet, greet one another, express happy sur¬
prise, exchange gossip; one of them takes a
red cola nut from his pocket and divides it
as a token of friendship. In an everyday
gesture he produces this fruit, source of
strength and appetite, which kindles re¬
lations with men and gods ... In short, this,
this fruit of a simple forest tree resemb¬
ling certain of our peach tree is more than
an excuse for vast commerical exchanges; it
acts as a means of communication among beings
on the level of auspicious or efficacious
relations. It combines a diversity of mean¬
ings and functions ..."^
The persons of a given clan consider one another as brothers
and sisters, wives and husbands, fathers and mothers: These terms
are very significant in the understanding of a clan structure. When
a woman has grown up sons, she is no longer considered by the clan
as a woman, but as a "man." This means that she can participate in
many meetings of the clan where yoimg women are excluded; she is a
^G. Balandier: Ambiguous Africa: Cultures in Collison (New
York, Pantheon Books, 1966), pp. 61-65.
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person to whom secrets can be revealed. The idea behind this is
that a childless woman and young ones can go back to their clans by
divorcing their husbands. If they know the secrets of the clan,
they can betray them. But the woman with grown up son can no longer
get divorced, she is fixed in the clan and involved in the social
life.
Let us illustrate some of the relationship or kinship terms.
Sisters and brothers do not mean the same as father and mother.
They refer to men and women belonging to the same clan, those who
were bom and grew up together in that grouping, tied up by blood.
They must have sympathy toward one another as those bom from the
same parents. There is a common saying: "A manyuh ee! u benge
mbus," meaning, "ah sister or brother! look back." The idea is that,
while a person walks in the street, if he hears someone calling him
by this term, he must stop and look back because it is a relative, a
member of the clan, to whom you owe some responsibilities.
The same idea goes along with the terms husbands and wives.
All the men of the clan with all the women who have come in by
marriage, call each other husband and wife. This is not to say that
every woman can go to bed with every man. But the idea goes deeper
than that and the source of it is when a person gets married. At
this time, the local society meet when a young man has found a girl
or has been chosen by a girl. His community will give support for
the bride price and all the ceremonies of marriage. They will be
with him when he goes to get the girl and accompany him all the way
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to the signing of his marriage license. The girl knows that she is
entering into a social unit and begins to call all men her "husbands"
and women her "collegues of marriage." We say for instance "muda
ndok bea," that is the woman of the clan "B^a." When someone gets
married, all the clan get married. This is where traditionally the
divorce was impossible or at least very difficult. If the society
is concerned in marriage, it is also concerned in divorce and can
oppose it or allow it. As Mbiti says, it is a "sacred drama"; and
Parrinder is right to say . . .
"marriage in Africa is a social affair, concerned
as much with the contracting families as with the
man and wife. The highly individualistic, and
often irreligious form of modern European
marriages, with two people uniting without the
appearance of the families, and strangers as
witnesses, would be incomprehensible to most
Africans. The instability of such marriages, and
the high divorce rate, would be taken by them as
inevitable."6
the person is a member of a clan by birth. He can also lose
clan ties and become a member of another clan. This is rare but
impossible as suggests Dr. Mbiti.^ There is more to say about
clan, but let's move to the last unit; namely, the family.
FAMILY





Geoffrey E. Parrinder, African Traditional Religion (Library,
Hutchin Son's University, 1954), p. 97.
^Mbiti, Op. Cit. , pp. 135-138.
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organization is the family. Even this term is very complex and
to understand by someone who is a stranger to African cul¬
ture.
The family can be large or small according to the number of
its members. But generally, one must keep in mind that the notion
of a family composed of a father, a mother, and their children is
traditionally nonexisting in Africa. In the tarditional family,
there are the grandfather and grandmother of the husband, the hus¬
band and his wife(s), and their children. This is what one may call
"the large family" or extended by some — in egoistic language, but
I call it the "original family." Apart from the persons I just
mentioned as consisting of the family, there is also possibility of
having other children from the relatives living with other families
for years. These are also considered as members of the unit.
Another complex meaning is the following: the Basa family
forms what we call "Ndap Bikokoa"—"the house at the evening." I
guess the idea goes along with what Mbit! refers to as "the house at
night." The philosophy behind "Ndap Bikokoa" is twofold: First, it
broadens the circle of the family. Including uncles and aunts,
brothers and sisters, as well as nephews and nieces. Second, it is
the most united grouping in the African social structure. When the
evening comes, the family gather together under the same roof. It
is the time when the grandparents tell stories to ghe grandchildren,
educate the young boys and girls about life, and settle the problems
arising among the members of the family. This is the most beautiful
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time when people feel closer to one another than before. This takes
place in the evening. The temperature is favorable, no one is
nervous because of the tropical heat. This takes place in the even¬
ing, when everyone is at home; because the affairs of the family
must not be taken outside. The grandparents and the parents show
their concern in and their authority over their descendants. This
is an experience to be lived and not to be read about. It seems to
me that the African should be thankful to God for this cohesiveness
of the tarditional family. Other aspects of the family, such as, "a
house" are unlimited. F. Carpon defines the notion of the house Bwa
as follows:
"Nous pouvons done dire du concept de *maison'
qu'il recouvre deux realites; I'une sociale, 1'-
organisation familiale patrilineaire, 1'autre
economique, 1'exploitation en commun d'un
terroir indivis; d'ou 1'imprecision le^gale de
concept. Si nous ajoutons que I'etendue de la
'maison peut varier de 20 a 100 ou 120 membres,
nous serons amenes a definir la maison' comme
'groupe domestique etendu a structure
generalement patrilignagere.
This description of the "household" of Ouagadougou is similar
to the Basa concept of the "house at the evening."
The main concern of the parents in a "household" is to see
that their "names will not go out" when they die. This explains why
the parents choose wives or husbands for their children. In some
other communities, people prefer to marry girls who have had pre-
®J. Carpon in African Systems of Thought (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1965), p. 293.
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marital births to be sure that they are productive. The continua¬
tion of the family is of first importance so that it is a common
saying around this concern: "famille eteinte," "foyer e^teint," sont
des expressions analogues"—"family estinguished and fire estin-
guished are analogous expressions." The meaning of this saying is
that if the parents die without children, there will be nobody to
activate the fire in their house.
Concerning the family among the Basa of Cameroun, the same
, 9
description is applicable to Africa in general.
^Mbiti, Op. Cit., pp. 138-142.
PART II. THE CONCEPTS OF GOD
Throughout books written by Western Scholars, nothing is more
prominent than African Traditional Religion but unfortunately noth¬
ing else seems to be most misunderstood and misinterpreted. The
primary reason why this is done is because people who study or have
studied the African Traditional Religion looked down upon it.
Parrinder underlines this position when he writes:
"The challenge is acute for the Semitic or
Western religions, Christianity, Judaism
and Islam. They have been accustomed to
think of themselves as supreme, in religion
and culture, possessing the highest truths
and the best and oldest philosophy."^®
With this position in mind. Western Scholars were not and still
are not qualified to talk about African Traditional Religion. In
writing some of the concepts of God among the Basa tribe of Cameroun,
I do not intend to compare them with any other divine theological
authority. This is the trap where even many African Scholars are
taken in. This also is my objection of Dr. Mbiti's highly regarded
work. Concepts of God in Africa. It seems to me that his attempt is
to prove to the Western theologians that the African peoples also
knew God as Omnipotent, Omnipresent, Omniscient, Eternal, and all
other attributes and functions of God one can find in any given theo¬
logical book. This error of imitation, Roger Bastide points it out
^^Geoffrey E. Parrinder, Comparative Religion, (Ruskln House,




"II est evident en tons cas que chez les
intellectuals les plus attache's a la
culture noire, les etudes universitaires
ont entraine au moins une modification de
1'intelligence et de nouvelles formes
d'actlvltes qui font qu'ils veulent bien
sauver I'Afrique... mais ills la repensent
en termes occidentaux, et non en termes
Africains: ils la reconstituent, 11s ne la
continuant pas."^^
I find this error as an inferiority complex that some people
have kept from the past. I mean that these African Scholars also
think that they can feel as existing intellectually only if they
are accepted by Western standards or criteria of scholarship. As
Mosmans Guy shows in other terms that Africans were not really hu¬
man beings before the coming of Christianity and Western culture:
"Pour pouvoir faire des chre^tiens accomplis,
il ne suffit pas d'enseigner les croyances
et les pratiques rellgieuses, il faut
proceder a des reformes de structures afin
que tous pulssent mener une vie vraiment
humaine."12
I must confess here that many prejudicial statements I have
encountered in religious books about Africa, have given me a certain
feeling of disgust in reading any book on that matter. This posi¬
tion is shared by many other Africans and James Marcus is right to
say:
Bastide, dans Presence Africaine, No. 40, 1962, p. 43.
^^Mosmans Guy, L'Eglise a I'Heure de L'Afrique, (Etablissement
Casterman, Toumal, E. 2835-6222), p. 207.
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"II n’existe aucione forme de la culture
Africalne qui ait ete molns comprise et
plus mal interpretee que la religion
Afrlcaine... C’est un eleWnt con-
mitant et comprehensible de 1'agression
de 1'Europe contre la culture en
Afrlque...Cette ignorance et cette in¬
comprehension largement repandues se
sont cristallisees dans les paroles de
I'hjnnne bien connu: les paiens dans leur
aveuglement se prostement devant le
bois et la pierre."13
Other people have taken a position of aversion vis a vis the
European prejudice. Holmberg Ake shows it in the South Africans'
attitude: "A very general impression has been made upon the native
mind that the White man is combining for the destruction of the
Black.
One can meet the same disposition of mind throughout the
Continent. People ask themselves: what is the Christian religion
supposed to be? In Cameroon, one missionary from Philadelphia ex¬
pressed himself at a session while he was co-pastoring a church. He
was against the use of alcohol in the church ceremonies and asked to
withdraw his name from that church because, he said, that is not
religious. One elder asked him what was more religious for him,
either to kill or discriminate against people or to serve alcoholic
beverage? This missionary had been in the Cameroon for forty years
^^James Marcus, Religion en Afrique, (dans Presence Africaine,
No. Special, 1959), p. 185.
^^Ake Holmberg, African Tribes & European Agencies (University
Books, Scandinavian, 1966), p. 28.
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as one of the pioneers of Christianity. He had passed judgment on
African Traditional Religion, condemning it as animlst; but now that
the world is more and more close, the judgment is passed on his own
understanding of the Christian faith which, people in Africa be¬
lieve, is based on "philadelphia"-brotherly love... The position of
this elder can be interpreted as aversion, but it is basically a
reaction against the colonial spirit which was dominant even in the
Church.
Anyway, there is a universal statement about African religio¬
sity - 'the Africans are naturally religious people.' By saying
this, some people want to hear the description of that African re¬
ligion, a religion of lower class or a religion of the first stage
in human culture, which could be anything less than animism. But
Parrinder gives another view:
"...Instead of being conformed with a universal
substratum of primitive religion, it may be
claimed that these central and Important groups
of West Africans have had traditional religious
beliefs which deserve consideration in compari¬
son with some of the races of Europe and Asia.
Though there are no scriptures and little known
history, the subtlety of many religious beliefs
shows them to be developed well beyond the
primitive."15
Along this line, Mendelsohn defends also the African Tradi¬
tional Religion and I guess he shows its true image:
"In the past, African life has been essentially
E. Parrinder, West African Religion (Barnes & Noble Inc.,
New York, 1949), p. 7.
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religious. The individual's relationship
to the family, the clan and the tribe -
morality, worship, law, celebration,
politics, social status, economics, manners,
wars and peace - all that was sustaining or
weakening in African life, has been enchored
in African religion.
All these quotations above and others that I couldn't insert
here show one way or another what the African Traditional Religion
is and what it is not. One must also keep in mind that the reli¬
gious and cultural practices in Africa are almost the same through¬
out the Continent, with little exceptions. However, my attempt is
to bring out the concepts of God and cultural practices of a
specific tribe in Cameroun; namely, the Basa tribe. Nevertheless,
the generalities mentioned above are applicable to that particular
tribe.
a) CONCEPTS OF GOD
As any other peoples in Africa, the Basa tribe of Cameroun had
had the notion of God as foundation to their religious aspirations.
They knew the existence of God as a Supreme Being, Creator of the
Universe. As I said before, this knowledge of God was not tradition¬
ally articulated in a systematic and logical manner. This is where I
express always my fear for a stranger studying the African Traditional
Religion. I mean, when someone who has already studied the Western
theological formulations and systems goes to question a given tribe in
16
J. Mendelsohn, God, Alah and Juju- Religion in Africa Today,
(Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York, 1962), p. 10.
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Africa about God, I suppose that his report will be seventy five
percent what he will be expecting from this tribe.
If you go among the Base tribe of Cameroun and come to ques¬
tion about God, an eighty year old man who is far from the town and
has never been exposed to the Western culture will tell you that God
does exist and He is the Creator of everything, and that's all. In¬
stead of describing God in all His attributes, he will tell you what
God does for him then you will formulate your theology. Although
traditional people did not know how to read or write, they knew
about God. God was not written in a sacred book as the Bible. God
was written in their hearts and in their lives from childhood.
Since the children learn from the parents, everybody had the op¬
portunity to listen to some stories, some proverbs and the like
about God. This is oral theology and the religious knowledge was
transmitted from parents to children and it is the same in all tradi¬
tional Africa as Wagne points it out:
"The idea of God as Creator both of man and
the world finds such numerous expressions
in stereotyped prayers and sayings that
there can be no doubt that it is a very
firmly established belief and of basic
significance for the whole world view of
the Abaluya. Nevertheless, most people
with whom I discussed their idea of God
and His role as Creator of the world, were
rather vague as to the manner in which God
is believed to have proceeded with His
work."17
^^Ford Darryl, (edit). African Worlds, (Oxford University
Press, London, 1954), p. 28.
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J. S. Mbit! observes the same truth about Africans in general:
"African knowledge of God is expressed in proverbs, short state¬
ments, songs, prayers ... All these are easy to remember, and pass
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on to other people ...."
Among the Basa for instance, the story about creation is al¬
most non-existing; however, the knowledge that God is Creator is
firmly and unquestionably established.
One story that I can recall is about the origin of our tribe
from the Cave. This cave was bigger than the 'Stone Mountain' of
Georgia, I visited both. The entrance to the cave is about a hun¬
dred feet high from the ground. Some Europeans have died inside
this cave, trying to explore what is inside the cave. I am not say¬
ing that there is a certain magic force inside the cave, but the
truth is that the cave has never been explored. There might be some
hidden and dangerous animals, like poisonous snakes. The cave is
called, "NGOK-LITUBA," (the stone with hole-cave). The story tells
only that the tribe came from that cave and that "HILOLOMBI" (name
for God), remained in the cave. How did he proceed to create people
and send them out of the cave is not the object of concern. Leslie
C. Sayre reports the same kind of stories from another African tribe
"Nangoni began to chant, 'At the first the
Creator made one man and one woman and
they pleased him very much. He gave the
hoe and the water gourd to the woman and
^^John S. Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy (New York,
Anchor Books, Doubleday & Co. Inc., Garden City, 1970), p. 38.
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commanded, 'Go to the field; find water
and food for the man.' He gave a pipe,
tobacco and a mat to the man and com¬
manded, 'Go sit under a palm tree and
smoke until the woman returns with food
and water...' 'That's how the mwadi-the
keeper of our history, still chants the
story of our tribe on great occasions.
b) NAMES FOR GOD
There is a great importance in regard to the names of God. The
names attributed to God before the coming of Christianity, are very
meaningful. The name in our conception is the same important as was
the case with the oriental people. On one hand, the name means the
character of the person who bears it. On the other hand, it recalls
some natural phenomena or some events of life which accompany the
birth of' the individual. Therefore, to give the name to a child for
Instance, it is not to choose what name sounds good, but rather it
is to give some significance to his whole life, so that when this
name will be called, people will remember something that happened at
the child's birth. It is in this understanding of the meaningful¬
ness of the name that certain names were given to God.
The first and most significant name is "HILOLOMBI," meaning
literally, 'the Ancestor of Days,' (the One who has been there from
the beginning, others have passed away, but he is still there). The
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spectable. In our tribe, the age plays a grand role in human rela¬
tionship. We have a class of old people called "MIMBOM-MBOK." They
are the oldest people in the community where they live. According
to some sociologists, the term 'Mbom-Mbok' means the forehead of the
people. This gives to the Mbom-Mbok the absolute respect from his
community. When he speaks, his word is final, because he is the
oldest, therefore he has experience and wisdom, and he must be re¬
spected. It is a blessing to get old and not a misfortune, and the
hierachy is established from the youngest to the oldest. We have
such expressions as: "The child is not older than the parents"; "the
son can never dismiss the case with his father." This latter expres¬
sion is very interesting. It means that, if the son is at the court
with his father, he may have some points to complain about, but his
father being older than he is will win the case. People have thought
the same way about God, that He can do whatever He wants, and He will
be right doing so, because He is older than everybody. Wisdom and
experience foster the right decision. Therefore, God being the older
the 'Ancestor of Days,* the One whose days of existence cannot be
numbered. He is the most wise, has more experience and is the most
authoritative.
Another important name is "NKOO-BOT," meaning, the One who has
made people. This name is originally used for grand parents, to show
that their descendants owe their existence from them. The idea is
not here that the grand parents create the descendants. But because
the grand parents have laboured hard, they were able to marry women
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and to raise children. They are then considered as those who caused
their descendants to exist. I can say that to some extent, they re¬
present God’s active power to the young generation. We believe that
they can curse you, and you are cursed; if they bless you with pro¬
mises, you are blessed, and the promises will be realized. People
thought about God in the same way by calling Him "NKOO-BOT." God
has caused us to existence. He can curse us, and we are cursed, if
we did not do right in His sight. He can bless us, and we are
blessed; and all His promises will be fulfilled.
The name "NKOO-BOT" was related to the first name, "HILO-LOMBI-
NKOO-BOT," literally meaning the ’Ancestor of Days Who has made
people.’ This appelation gives to God all authorities over men. He
is older than everybody. He is also the One who has made people in
the manner of grand parents.
Another idea added to this name was "NGOK LITUBA." As we have
said, it is the cave where our grand parents tress their origin. If
a man wants to stress his genealogy, he gives his name, the name of
his father, and so on, at the end he says, "HILOLOMBI-NKOO-BOT i
NGOK LITUBA." This is the end of every genealogy, because there is
nothing else after 'NGOK LITUBA.’
These two names of God are the most used and the most signifi¬
cant. Other names were used in relationship of particular clans,
and they were not known by all the tribe. One can find such names
as: "The One who sees the hearts," "The Good One," "The Judge," "The
Keeper," "The Old Man," etc; as Parrinder lists them in his African
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Traditional Religion; "The Omnipotence and omnipresence of God are
indicated by the names; He who gives and takes, the Ancient of
Days, the Limitless, the One from the first, the Irresistible, the
Wise One, He who bends down even majesties . . .
From the various names attributed to God, all other religious
aspirations were related. But as I stated above, to write system¬
atically about our traditional religion, is to interpret in other
terms and systems what one thinks the tribe could express about God.
This is not my task in this paper. My attempt here is to show that
the Basa tribe knew the existence of God. They gave names to Him.
This is very significant. But there was not a given system of thought
about God that one can elaborate in a "Systematic theology." I will
be able, in another work to collect some of the sayings, proverbs and
songs relating to God.
^^Geoffrey E. Parrinder, African Traditional Religion (Library,
Hutchln Son's University, 1954), p. 40.
III. SOME CULTURAL PRACTICES
This section of my paper seems to be the most complicated to
describe for two main reasons. First of all, these practices were
not known by everybody during the past. It is the reason why I
call them secret societies. Only the members of the group could
know what they were doing, but they were also forbidden to tell
them to the common people what took place during the ceremonies.
Second, these practices were called: religions, beliefs,
animism, etc. The first Europeans gave these names because they
couldn't know what the natives were doing. In what I am going to
describe, there is no idea of beliefs, sacrifices. But the secret
to keep them secret laid in the fact that some people must appear
as more powerful than others. As we are going to see, the secret
societies I am dealing with here, were practiced by men alone. Wo¬
men had theirs, and men were allowed to express in their dances,
while it was prohibited for women and young people to try to know
the significance of the men's dances. The reason is that they were
men and wanted to be respected as such, as Parrinder points it out:
". . . Secret Societies, closed associations,
cult groups, various teirms are used to des¬
cribe the groups and clubs of restricted
membership and mysterious activity. Many of
these so-called secret societies were of
25
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religious inspiration. Some were connected
with initiatory and adolescent rites^jndserved to strengthen male prestige."
The last part of this quotation illustrates the reason why
these groups were kept secret; that is, manifest prestige before
young people and women. To call them religions, is only ignorance.
This ignorance has caused problems in our country, and these pro¬
blems will be difficult to sweep away. For instance, in these
societies, the drums are used for dances. In the beginning of
Christianity in Cameroun, it was a grand sin to play the drum in the
church. The piano had the angels' voices and the drums that of de¬
mons... and some people still believe this distinction...But in
European countries, the same musical Instruments are used in the
church, in the night clubs, and everjwhere.
Some of the practices we are going to see, need to be read
with an open mind and with less prejudice and criticism. I am con¬
vinced that these societies had many similarities with our
European fraternities and different clubs where only the members
know what's going on. So let us keep in mind this parallel in these
practices.
21
Geoffrey E. Parrinder, West African Religion, Op. Cit., p. 128.
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NGUE
*"MINGUE MI LONHAGA NGOM NDI KEL I PALE YE"
The Basa Clan had a great secret society "Ngue." It was for
men alone, no woman was allowed to participate in the activities
or Ngue. A man who wanted to possess the "Ngue" at his home was
appointed by the elders of the locality. They had to examine his
social status. He should be a man of wealth: many wives and child¬
ren, cattle, holding great fame in the society.
The "Ngue" was not a fabric idole that people were worshiping.
It was like a secret society where one entered by request. If the
society agrees, then the candidate will organize a big dance at his
home. The dance is held at night.
The candidate built a hut where in all ceremonies of imitia-
tion take place. This hut is called "Nko-Ngue." Many kinds of
objects were kept in the hut: ** the drums- the big drum, about six
feet high "Nlom-Ngue"- (the male Ngue) and two small drums "Baa ba
Ngue"-(famales Ngue) other musical instruments were "Njangi," the
"minken," etc. There was also in the hut a human skeleton. This
skeleton was for fearful purposes. It was the secret judge.
During the dance, women were not allowed to participate. They
stayed inside the houses, and men dancing outside. They explain to
the women that the departed ones are the dancers. They put masks on
their faces and wear skins of animals. During the night of the
dance, something has to be done to certify that a certain man has
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become a member of the "Ngue" society. All men can go to the bush
that night, and roll a big stone till home. In the morning when wo¬
men and children find that big stone, they are convinced that it is
there by supernatural forces. Or the men will find a big tree near
the village. One man will climb the tree and attach big cords on
the branch and throw them down for the others to pull the branch
down, then he will cut the branch while others are pulling it down.
The branch will fall with a terrible noise. Through the years, this
will be the sign that the dance of "Ngue" took place at that vill¬
age. Many other great works of this kind were done in the occasions
of "Ngue"'s ceremony.
The significance of the human skeleton was the belief that
there is a certain harmful power in human bones after death. A man
whose skeleton was kept had to be a famous man of certain mysterious
society. They attached a cord to the skeleton and crossed it over
a path: If a man is charged in the community and they could not
find proof for his guilt, then the final sentence will be from
"Ngue."
During the dance, the person will appear to the leaders of the
society and deny the charge. Then they ask him to repeat the sen¬
tence; "LE MEN ME MBON I JAM LINI, A NGUE JE ME"- If I have done
what I am charged for, let's the "Ngue" eat me, (kill me); then he
will cross the cord nine times. In the hut, "Nko-Ngue," someone will
be there, beating the Nlom-Ngue." After the trial, the man will be
sent home. If after nine days, nothing happens to him he has won the
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case. To the contrary, he can get sick and die.
The influence was a psychological one. The atmosphere is
which the trial was held, was very fearful. If someone knows him¬
self that he is guilty, he can die from fear after the trial.
*MINGUE MI LONHAGA NGOM, NDI KEL I PALA YE. We have said that
the "Ngue" or "Nlom Ngue" was referred to the man playing the big
drum; the plural of "Ngue" is "Mingue," and the expression literally
means, when the "Mingue" exchange the big drum, the dawn comes
quickly. The teaching is that, something becomes more difficult.
When it is carried on by one person. To play the drum by one "Ngue"
all night long is an unbearable job. Therefore the night seems to
be longer than usual. But when the "Mingue" beat the same drum by
cour one is surprised to see that the dawn has come so quickly.
This is only understood in a corporative society. The big drum was
the "Ngom Ngue^" and the one playing it was "Nlom-Ngue." The two
small drums were "biten bi ngom," and they were beaten by "baa ba
Ngue"- "Baa ba Ngue ba kelha bitom, ndi nlom Ngue a kahal hugde ngom,
a konlag, a sagak." This expresses the way the dance was performed.
They started by beating the small drums and other instruments then
comes the sound of the big drum and the roaring of the "Nlom Ngue."
"MAUM"
"MBAM UM I BAM, U SIHLA, WEE YAG WE U YE NI HIKOM"
The "maum" as well as "Ngue" was likely a "secret society."
The purpose for "Matim" was not for worship, but it was for healing.
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Many kinds of medicines were prepared by the "Um Um," the man who is
the leader of that secret society. He was mostly a medicine man.
Certain diseases were thought of to be caused by the "Um." For in¬
stance if a man suffered at his junctions, he could not walk or move
his arms; they thought it was the "dikom"-complications from "Um."
The ' dikom" can be understood in two ways. It can be that the
patient's parents or ancestors had something related to the "Maum,"
therefore following the hereditary line, the descendants can get
sick. It can also be that unknowingly, someone has violated some
of the "Um"’s restrictions. In either case, the idea behind it was
that a person is guilty from "Um." He needs to be "washed out" -
"liso nyu." The medicine man had to kill a rooster, prepare a medi¬
cine with some leaves and barks of trees, put the blood of the
rooster in the solution, and sprinkle it on the patient. This is
the manner in which the patient is washed off from the past compli¬
cations of "Um." Then the medicine man will cook the "jin li Um,"
a certain food that the patient will eat. Other people who assist
in the ceremony of treatment can also eat: Then the patient will
be given a pot of anointment to rub his joints.
The dance was the great part of "Um." The holder of the "Um"
was invited in many festivities to organize his dances. The dance
was also exclusively for men. But women could see how the men were
dancing. The Instuments were two small drums "ngond maum," two
pieces of wood that one man was beating together and a worked piece
of bambou with a cord. This latter one was the instrument of terror
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because when it was played, it was producing a terrible noise so
that children and women would be afraid of it. It was called "Mbam-
Um. The instrument was rumbling like thunder. Therefore it was a
following proverbe: "Mbam Urn i bam u sihla wee u ye' ni hikom,"
meaning lit, if that instrument rumbles and you tremble, that is you
are guilty of the "Um"'s regulations.
The dance was in the open air. The dancer often wore some
special clothes to look strange. He was accompanied by other men,
passing from doors to door and singing and the women giving them
some presents: spoons, arrows. Most of the men dancing with him
were his disciples "mbon maum." After a period of time, they can be¬
come like him. He will pass them through all kinds of initiations.
The songs were relating variety of stories: tribal wars, story
of some tribal heroes or any thing which had happened in the social
life and which perhaps people have forgotten. When they hear them
again in the songs, they are excited, thereby allowing the man to
win the confidence of the community as a good singer of "Maum." An¬
other technique was to manupulate the voice. One believed that the
singer in his period of initiation had to swallow some medicine
which could allow him to make his voice deep and some other times
sharp. Occasionally at a festivity, two or three of the "Maum"
singers were invited to sing. The one who was applauded more would
be invited on many other occasions. If someone couldn't sing well,
people thought that the good singer had power to stop other singers's




"HABABELE U LEL HINDAN, U LEMLE BE NKU"
The "Malande" was a secret society among the Ngumba- a certain
African tribe inhabiting the regions of Kribi and Lolodorf. From
there the "Malande" came to the Basa tribe. This was also a com¬
plicated society. To be a member of ”Malande" required a long
period of initiation. The man who possessed the "Malande" had a
special hut where everything concerning "Malande" was kept. This
hut was called "Sam Malande." I do not know the meaning of this
name. But one could not take the "Sam" as meaning "Samuel," the
later name was not yet known in the country.
In the "Sam Malande" was kept some human skulls painted white,
also the arrows, the drums and cymbals. The veterans of "Malande"
knew whose skulls were kept in the hut.
In the last stage of initiation, the ceremony began in day
time, when the day is sunny. The dance was organized in the open
air. The veterans prepared a certain mixture of leaves and barks
of trees and gave to the candidates to eat. They were asked to sit
down outside and gaze at the tropical shining sun while the veterans
were singing and dancing. At a certain time, the candidate got
tired and fell down, they took him into the "Sam Malande" to "shoot
the phantom"- "Om Nkugi." This is an expression for the first test
one had to take. In the "Sam Malande," they asked the candidate
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some tricky questions; "Since you were born what is the first
animal you have killed?" The answer to this question is "the fly."
But if the candidate was not informed, he failed the test; they
charged him to pay a goat and sent him back for the next time. But
if he succeeded the first part he waited to continue in the evening.
At night then, a veteran entered the "Sam Malande" with the candi¬
date asking him the names of the persons whose skulls were exposed
on the shelve. Then he asked him to give his own skull, if he
agreed, he has succeeded that part. Then he was sent outside. An¬
other veteran entered the "Sam Malande" imseen by the candidate.
He put a mask on his face and lit a torch, passing quickly by the
windows of the hut. The candidate is given the arrow to "shoot, the
Malande phantom." If he refuses to go and shoot, then he has suc¬
ceeded the first part of the test. The whole first part was en¬
titled, "LiSm Nkugi Malande" the shooting of the Malande phantom."
The last step for the night was the one requiring more courage-
"Lilel hindan" to jump over "hindan." There was a tunnel of about a
hundred feet long with some rooms inside. At the end of the tunnel,
a man was lying down and covered; and next to him they put the drum.
The candidate was asked to enter the tunnel and cross it to the other
end, to jump over the man and beat the drum. But in the tunnel,
things were not so simple. Some veterans were hidden in the rooms of
the tunnel. They had some leaves of trees which can cause itching
and they hit the candidate with them. There were also some flies and
bugs stinging the candidate. Some other veterans were calling the
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candidate: "come here, come to hide yourself here." If the candi¬
date did not pay any attention to these voices and endured all the
treatments to the end, he came outside of the tunnel, jumped over
the man and beat the drum, he is now a member of the society.
There is no trace of worship neither sacrifices to the deities
of this secret society.
*HABA BE LE U NLEL HINDAN, U NLEMLE BE NKU - lit.
"If you haven't yet jumped over the "hindan," you can't beat
the drum. According to the description of the last test, the "hindan"
can be understood in two fold sense: 1. It can be understood as the
tunnel and its main complications. At that time, the expression
changes thus: "Ha ba be le u nloo hindan . . . ." (nloo) meaning to
pass through.
2. But the "hindan" can also be understood as the covered man
laid down the other side of the tunnel. To jump over him is the
final stage of the program. The candidate could also be afraid of
him and rm away. In this sense of the "hindan" the meaning of the
expression such as in the text is applicable.
In both senses the saying was carried on in the social life
with the same significance. To play the drum is the symbol of joy
and happiness. But to pass through or to jump over the "hindan" is
the symbol of difficulties of life. And the saying reaches that be¬
fore happiness, before success in life, one must know that there are
some difficulties to face.
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*"NJEK"
*"NJEK I BODLENE MABO I SES NGOLON"
The "Njek" was more than a secret society. It was a belief,
not a deity, but people believed that there was a certain power
which could cause harm to a guilty person when this power was evoked.
The "Njek" was like the judge of imcertain crimes. It was believed
that death is not natural. Every death should be caused by someone
mostly accidental death. Therefore, happenings like death, rob¬
beries, were judged by the "Njek" because nobody knew when these
actions took place.
There was the belief in sorcery, that is to say, at night,
some people are able to abandon their bodies and go out as their
double and kill other people. They knew each other during the day
but nobody else could recognize them. Their activity was called
"liemb," and the man who practices it was a "hemb." He could be¬
come a bird and fly at night. He could become a snake, a mouse, a
gorilla, a chimpanzee, etc. But if his form is destroyed, he is
also dead. The purpose for transforming into these animals was
either to kill a person by bitting him, or to destroy the fields.
These actions were attributed to the "liemb." And as they were tak¬
ing place at night and unseen (imperceptible) by common people the
judge was "The Njek."
If in a village a man wanted to possess the "Njek," he called
the veterans wherever they might be and asked them to give him the
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power. He has to be recognized in the community as a good man, the
one who does not envy other's wealth, who was generous, who
couldn't get angry quickly, brievely a famous man.
The day to possess the "Njek" was known in the village and
people stayed home to applause the man. The veterans took the candi¬
date into the bush. He had on him some special clothes. They
fabricated "ndndol Njek" a crown of leaves and put it on his head and
painted his face white. He had a bag-"ngak njelc" and cutlass. In
the bush, everything was fast. The candidate had to cut some barks
of trees and put in his sac and whatever he was given. The first
tree was the "yap Njek." Nobody could cut the bark from that tree
unless the veteran took you by hand and made you cut it. After the
candidate had the bark of "yap Nje^k," they gave him the "Nsas Njek,"
the "Boboga Njek." These are some dried fruits from the forest
trees. They were common; everybody could get some of them. But
when the veterans passed them to the candidate, it was with some
magic words. The whole ceremony of possessing the "Njek" took place
in the bush, therefore it is not well known how it was proceded.
But it was the rule to make everything quickly. And the saying was-
"anke kiki nkop Njek"-literally" he walks like someone who wants to
possess the "Njek."
After the passing of the power, the candidate came back home
singing: "Me bak i kumul yap me nlo ee"- literally" I went to cut
the "yap" (yap Njek) and I am back"; and the whole village applaused
at his arrival. That day, he organized a big dance calling upon
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everybody. The community rejoiced because that man would help them
from the unknown difficulties that victimized them during the past.
The man became "Nkop Njek." He would perform a variety of "Njek"
according to the revelation of "Ngambi" (oracle): "mep ma njek,
mxnson mi njek, dikeh di njek, momp ma njek,bi3h bi Njek, etc.
These are different kinds of objects he was using, puting them at
the entrance of the village, outside doors.
Let's explain this with an illustration. For instance some¬
one in the village had been robbed; he went first to the seer (mut
ngambi); the seer could tell him who had done that, without telling
him the name of the person. The offended then said to the seer
that he would like to perform the "Njek" on the robber. The seer
would tell him what kind of "Njek" would be effective. The offended
paid him whatever he asked, chicken, spoons, arrows, or money; then
went to see the "Nkop Njek" and asked him to perform the "Njek" for
his cause. He also paid some charge to the "Nkop Njek." The "Nkop
Njek" usually had something which could be relating to what he was
working on. If someone suddenly died, they got the ground from the
tomb; if the garden was ravaged by wild animals, they got some of
the destroyed plants. Then the offended was sent home and advised
to be cool, and not to think about what had happened to him. The
delay was nine days during which the guilty man was expected to get
mad. The community knew that the offended had brought his case to
find out who the victim would be.
If the guilty man got mad, he lost his sense and began to talk
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about the robbery and the name of the offended. His relatives
would go to the offended and pay him back what was taken from him
and they would beg him to go and ask the "Nkop Njek" to destroy what
he had performed. The "Nkop Njek" would destroy it if the offended
asked him to do so; to the contrary, the guilty person would die of
madness, if the offense was a crime which affected everybody, the
Sudden death of a well known person occured; then the whole community
would insist that the "Njek" couldn’t be destroyed, before the death
of the guilty man. It was believed that even after his death, if the
"Njek" was not destroyed, the whole family would die of madness one
after another, and in some cases, the offended could get also mad be¬
cause his mind was too much disturbed about what had happened to him.
*"Njek" means madness; the person who gets mad is called, "mut
njek."
/
The expression to walk like the candidate to possess the "Njek"
means that someone walks fast.
"Njek" i bodlen Mabo i ses ngoloh" means lit. the madness
began with Mabo (personal name) by chasing the antilopes. This is to
say that any common thing that someone can do out limit, can be the
beginning of madness. Usually this expression is to stop a person
who is shouting or laughing too much during the conversation.
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-Conclusion-
I come to the conclusion of my paper. I am not sure if the
reader could follow me without difficulties. I have tried to des¬
cribe some aspects of the social organization of the Basa tribe of
Cameroun. It is noticeable that the same pattern of social struc¬
ture is applicable for many ethnic groups in the whole Africa. The
same spirit governs and functions in this structure- namely in the
communal life where nobody lives for himself and cannot also die by
himself. This is the traditional understanding I tried to show
through the tribe, the clan, the family. The communal life of the
Africans will hopefully remain. Among the Basa of Cameroun, when
people become "civilized" by Western standards, the comnjunal life
begins to lose its strength, among the so-called educated families
and kinship networks.
I have tried to describe some of the concepts of God. I have
not intended to engage in a theological discussion in the nature of
God, his qualities, attributes, etc. My attempt was only to show
that the Basa tribe of Cameroun as other tribes in Africa, had the
notion of God in their traditional way. I have tried to deal with
the oral religious heritage. The names which have been used to
describe God are obsolete in our day. If a preacher can use the
term "Hil3l8mbl" in his sermon, he is not a grand theologian, people
would laugh at him; but he will be applauded if he used the term as
"Being Itself," the "Wholly Other," even when people don't under-
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stand what he is talking about. Why? Because many people are try¬
ing to get away from their own tradition and root faith in non-
African conceptions.
I have tried to describe some cultural practices. This, I be¬
lieve is the most difficult part. It is difficult because of the
language problem. I am not positively sure that some of the sayings
and idioms could be translated otherwise. But another difficulty is
that the title of the whole paper is about these cultural practices.
The term "gods of the past" means these practices. When visitors
could not understand these practices, they called them religion.
Here comes the problem, some natives among the Basa tribe still con¬
sider these practices as idoles, because they have been told so, but
they were not given other traditional practices to replace the
former. Another difficulty is to be able to accept that these prac¬
tices were not a kind of religion.
In either case, I am delighted to be able to write about the
traditional life. What I have here is very little, but it can be
the beginning of some more work. The future will tell. The tradi¬
tion must be alive, this is my aspiration. The "Ambiguous Africa"
means someone to whom one had lied about his own tradition up to the
point to abandon it, then being unable to grasp another tradition
and make it his own, he became a man without tradition, without
history, therefore without future.
The "gods of the past," this is the Basa tradition. We need
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to keep that tradition as much honest as possible. To write about
tradition, the source is tradition itself. But when the tradition
is modernized, it is no longer tradition.
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